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Abstract
In this paper, we propose a robust image super-resolution algorithm, which aims to maximize the overall visual
quality of super-resolution results. We consider a good super-resolution algorithm to be fidelity preserving, image
detail enhancing and smooth. Accordingly, we define perception-based measures for these visual qualities. Based
on these quality measures, we formulate image super-resolution as an optimization problem aiming to maximize
the overall quality. Since the quality measures are quadratic, the optimization can be solved efficiently. Experiments on a large image set and subjective user study demonstrate the effectiveness of the perception-based quality
measures and the robustness and efficiency of the presented method.
Categories and Subject Descriptors (according to ACM CCS): I.3.3 [Computer Graphics]: Picture/Image Generation
Display algorithms; I.4.3 [Image Processing and Computer Vision]: Enhancement Sharpening and deblurring

1. Introduction
In this paper, we consider creating an image of higher resolution than the provided input image. In this single image
super-resolution problem, we aim to create the high resolution result such that it has better quality than a straightforward upsampling of the source image. For many applications, such as television and computer graphics, the ultimate
measure of quality is visual. Therefore, in this paper we introduce methods that optimize the visual quality of the high
resolution results.
The challenge of single image super-resolution results
from estimating more pixel values than the given. This requires reconstructing the image such that more samples can
be taken. Sampling theory suggests an “ideal” reconstruction that avoids adding information beyond the source data.
However, such a reconstruction is ideal only in an information theoretic sense: upsampled images lack detail and appear blurry. For us, an ideal image is one that is perceived
to be high-quality by a viewer, even if the details are not an
accurate reconstruction of the original scene.
The goal of a visually appealing result suggests a different
approach for creating the high resolution result. We define
mathematically the visual quality of the resulting image. A
visually ideal reconstruction is one that optimizes these metrics. We show how such an optimization can be posed and
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solved efficiently and robustly to provide a practical and effective method for upsampling images that provides better
visual quality than previous approaches. Because our ultimate goal is the subjective visual quality, we mainly assess
our results empirically, providing a user study that confirms
the effectiveness of our approach.
Our approach, like other single image super-resolution
methods, relies on additional information beyond the pixel
samples of the source image. However, whereas previous approaches relied on either sets of example images or assumptions about the imaging process (§2), our approach adds
information based on a model of what is visually appealing. This means that our approach is not only more likely
to achieve our stated goal of visual quality, but also is less
prone to artifacts from inappropriate or insufficient example
sets, or from incorrect imaging assumptions.
The central contribution of this paper is a new approach to
single image super-resolution that explicitly considers perceived visual quality. In §3.1-§3.3 we detail three perceptually inspired metrics for reconstruction quality, and in §3.4
we describe how these metrics can be optimized efficiently
to create super-resolution images. Results of our prototype
implementation are evaluated empirically in §4, where we
also compare our method to many other representative methods.
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2. Related Work
Image super-resolution (SR) methods create high resolution
results (HR) from lower resolution inputs (LR). Methods
consider two distinct problems: synthesizing the HR from a
single LR source image, or assembling an HR from multiple
LR source images. Our approach addresses the single-image
problem. The multi-image problem, requires very different
methods, see [BS98b, FREM04, PPK03] for surveys.
Single image super-resolution must upsample the provided image, effectively reconstructing the underlying image and sampling it at a greater frequency. An ideal reconstruction (in the signal processing sense) avoids aliasing, the
addition of high frequencies that could not be represented in
the LR source. Ideal reconstructions can be approximately
effective using polynomial interpolation or truncated reconstruction kernels. Upsampling based on such methods (especially bicubic and Lanczos) is ubiquitous and extensively
studied (c.f. [UAE95]). However, because the approximation
to the ideal reconstruction aims to avoid aliasing, it cannot
create sharp features in the result, and may exhibit ringing
(due to the Gibbs phenomena). Methods to sharpen image
features have been presented. For example, Polesel et al.
presented an adaptive unsharp masking method to enhance
the image contrast [PRM00]. Many super-resolution methods can produce sharp features, even though such details are
not fully resolved in the source.
To create details in the HR result beyond those resolved
in the input, super-resolution methods rely on additional
information beyond the input. When that additional information is inadequate, the methods fail. For example, edge
directed interpolation methods guide interpolation along
edges [AW96, JA95, LO01, DHX∗ 07], inferring the details
based on heuristics of edge localization and shape. However, poor edge identification can lead to artifacts. Alternatively, back projection methods, introduced by Irani and Peleg [IP91, IP93], assume the Point Spread Function (PSF) is
known and reverse it by iterative projection. However, poor
approximation to the PSF can lead to serious ringing artifacts. In contrast, our approach rarely creates objectionable
artifacts.
Many recent example-based super-resolution techniques
rely on data from other images to inform the addition of
details. Variants have learned the co-occurrence prior between HR and LR image patches or coefficients [STS03,
JJC04,JS06,CYX04], or image feature statistics [Fat07], and
process the LR input along with an appropriate smoothness
constraint [FPC00] to generate the HR image. Examples of
example-based methods include: Baker et al. [BS98a] develop recognition-based super-resolution algorithm where
the cost function includes the results of a set of recognition decisions to enforce the condition that the gradient in
the HR image should be equal to the gradient in the best
matching training image. Capel et al. [CZ01] proposed a
super-resolution technique from multiple views using prin-

cipal component analysis to learn image models either to
directly constrain the maximum likelihood (ML) estimate
or as a prior for a maximum a posteriori (MAP) estimate.
Freeman et al. introduced a parametric Markov network to
learn the statistics between the “scene” and the “image” as a
framework for handling low-level vision tasks such as superresolution [FPC00]. Wang et al. extended Freeman’s framework to a Conditional Random Field [WTS05]. Learning on
coefficient domain is also reported, such as wavelet coefficients [JJC04]. Jiji et al. [JS06] introduced an edge-based
super-resolution method to learn the correlation of the image contourlet between HR/LR images and argued that no
global dependencies need to be considered if the contourlet
feature is used.
Example-based super-resolution is limited by the training
set. If the set is too small, examples cannot be found. If the
set is too large, the algorithm may use an inappropriate example. For this reason, example-based methods are effective
in constrained domains, such as faces [LSZ01, GBA∗ 03,
WT04,LLT05,DKA04] and fingerprints [JC04], where a domain specific training set can be used. In contrast, our approach is general and does not rely on a training set.

3. Our approach
Our goal is to create super-resolution results that have good
perceived visual quality. To achieve this, we must quantify
the subjective notion of visual quality as metrics that can be
computed on the images for the specific case of image superresolution. We have identified three criteria that correspond
to perceived qualities of super-resolution image results:
• Fidelity preserving. The result should have the same general appearance as the input.
• Detail enhancing. The result should have sharp features
where they are expected.
• Smoothness. The result should have continuity where it is
expected, and avoid unnatural high-frequency artifacts.
The first criterion ensures that the result looks like a higher
resolution version of the same image. The latter criteria are
inspired by the observation that people are very sensitive to
high-frequency contrast [Lam91,IKN98,IK01,Not00]. They
expect to see crisp edges, but also expect smoothness between the discontinuities.
We encode violations against each of the above quality aspects as a cost, and formulate the super-resolution
as an optimization problem which aims to find a required
high-resolution image minimizing the total cost. The key
to success is to define effective quality measures. Since visual quality assessment is a subjective task, we propose
perception-based measures as described in the following
subsections.
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(a) input

(b) left: (c) and right: (d)

(c) neighborhood: 3 × 3

(d) neighborhood: 5 × 5

Figure 1: Neighborhood affect. A small neighborhood sometimes can lead to zigzag artifacts (c). Increasing the neighborhood size can relieve this problem (d).

The goal of fidelity-preserving is to ensure that the superresolution result has a similar general appearance to the input. A straightforward way is to encourage the result to interpolate the input pixel values. Denoting the resulting highresolution image as I h and low-resolution image as Il , we
define the following fidelity measure:

∑

I h (x × scale, y × scale) − I l (x, y)22

(1)

p(x,y)∈I l

where p(x, y) is a pixel in the low-resolution input Il , and
scale is the magnification rate.
The above fidelity measure alone is not sufficient to guarantee preserved fidelity. According to research from visual perception and neuro-science, the human visual system is more sensitive to local contrast than to pixel values [Lam91, IKN98, IK01, Not00]. Local contrast in images
can be approximated by their gradient fields. So besides the
measure of Equation 1, we encourage the gradient field of
the high-resolution image to be close to that of the real world
high-resolution image. The challenge is to obtain the gradient field of the real world high-resolution image. Since bicubic up-sampling result provides a close approximation to
the real world high-resolution image at least perceptually,
we use its gradient field as the reference. The second fidelity
measure we use is defined as follows:
E f d2 =

∑

Gh (p, θ) − Gapp (p, θ)22

(b)

(c) Ignore masking effect

(d) Consider masking effect

Figure 2: Masking effect. (Please refer to the electronic version to appreciate the difference between the left and the
right.)

3.1. Fidelity-preserving

E f d1 =

(a)

(2)

p∈I h ,θ
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where Gh (p, θ) is the high-resolution image’s gradient value
at pixel p in direction θ, and Gapp (p, θ) is that of the approximation of the real world gradient field. In practice, the
orientation is quantized into 8 bins corresponding to each
pixel’s 8-connected neighborhood. Occasionally, this small
neighborhood can lead to zigzag artifacts. Finer quantization
can be used to relieve this problem at the expense of more
computation as illustrated in Figure 1.
This uniform data-independent measure is not effective
however. According to research in perception, change in the
high gradient value direction is less obvious than the same
amount of change in the low gradient value one. This phenomenon is called the “masking effect” [KK95]. For example, as illustrated in Figure 2, the amount of change from the
left image to the right in (a) is the same as that in (b) according the measure of Equation 2. However, the change in (a) is
more obvious perceptually.
Concerning the contrast masking, a good approximation
of the human visual system response on contrast can be
modeled by a transducer function(c.f. [Wil80]). We adopt
an approximation of the Weber’s law [VV90] to account for
the masking effect by weighting the gradient change in inverse proportion to the gradient magnitude as follows. The
advantage of this approximation is that it leads to a simple
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the contrast inside the low resolution counterpart of patchk .

quadratic optimization problem.
E f d2 =

Gh (p, θ) − Gapp (p, θ)22
Gapp (p, θ)22 + ε
p∈I h ,θ

∑

(3)

where ε is a constant for the sake of numerical stability, set
as 1.0 in our work. The effect of considering the masking
effect is illustrated in Figure 2(c) and (d).

From the view of visual perception, details manifest themselves to the low-level human visual system by local contrast. Hence, we propose preserving/enhancing image details
by enhancing local contrast instead of edges. The textureness criteria defined by Bae et al. [BPD06] can be a good
local contrast measurement. We calculate the local contrast
in each image patch as the sum of difference between every two pixels since this popular definition leads a quadratic
term in the following Equation 4, which is easy to optimize.
We define the following measure to enhance the detail:

∑

wk

∑

(xi ,yi

Preserving and/or enhancing image details is one of the major focuses of image super-resolution methods. Many existing methods enhance image details by sharpening image edges [AW96, JA95, LO01, TTT06, DHX∗ 07, Fat07].
Edge directed methods [AW96,JA95,TTT06] estimate highresolution edges from low-resolution input, and use the edge
information to guide super-resolution operations, such as interpolation and image reconstruction. The performance of
these methods are subject to the quality of high-resolution
edge estimation, which is hard. A recent method [Fat07]
learns edge statistics to guide super-resolution. A fundamental problem with edge guided methods is that edges are not
always enough to represent image details. For example, details in image regions with rich fine textures are hard for
edges to describe.

patchk ∈I h

Smooth results are usually favored by the human visual system. A popular way to guarantee smoothness is to encourage
neighboring pixels to have similar values as follows:
Esm =

3.2. Detail-enhancing

Edt = −

3.3. Smoothness

∑

pi ,p j ∈patchk

I h (pi ) − I h (p j )22

(4)

where patchk denotes an image patch in high-resolution image I h . wk is a weight. As illustrated in the top row of
Figure 3(b) and (c), in our system, each block is of size
(scale + 1) × (scale + 1), with four corners corresponding to the 4 neighboring pixels in the low-resolution input. This neighborhood is chosen to bound the interaction
between pixels locally. In practice, a larger neighborhood
is easier to reduce the fidelity of the super-resolution result. There are several options to set the weights. For example, wk can be a binary variable, set as 1 when there is an
edge passing through the patch. The edge can be estimated
from the bi-cubic up-sampling result using the Canny algorithm [Can86]. To set wk , no accurate information about the
edge location inside the patch is required, which improves
the tolerance of our method against error in edge estimation.
The advantage of this strategy is robustness to noise. When
the input image quality is good, another way is to set wk as

)∈I h (x

∑

I(xi , yi ) − I(x j , y j )22

(5)

j ,y j )∈N8 (xi ,yi )

where N8 (xi , yi ) is the 8-connection neighborhood of pixel
(xi , yi ). In the scenario of super-resolution, however, using the smoothness constraint in Equation 5 is dangerous.
It can blur real image edges and diminish details. We use
a similar approach to the Tikhonov regularization commonly used in reconstruction based super-resolution methods [KS93]. Since bi-cubic up-sampling result already provides an over-smoothed version of a real world scene, we
encourage the super-resolution result to be close to the bicubic up-sampling one as follows:
Esm =

∑

I h (x, y) − I b (x, y)22

(6)

(x,y)∈I h

where I b is the bi-cubic up-sampling result. The above
scheme provides necessary smoothness while avoiding drastic over-smoothness. This specific smoothness term contains
one of the fidelity-preserving terms defined in Equation 1,
which encourages the high-resolution image close to the
low-resolution input. These two terms are used for different purposes. Equation 1 is used to preserve fidelity, while
Equation 6 is used to achieve smooth results. Practically, although using Equation 6 can also help achieve preserving
fidelity, it affects all the pixels, which is too strong a constraint. Equation 1 only constrains on grid points, allowing
pixels inside each grid to vary and achieve enhancing details.
Also, other smoothness terms can be used. For example, as
shown in our user study described in Section 4, although the
majority of users do not like over-smooth results, some do.
To provide more smoothness while keeping the trade-off between smoothness and sharpness manageable, we propose
another alternative smoothness term, which aims to minimize the Laplacian of the high-resolution image as follows:
Esm =

∑

(x,y)∈I h



∂2 I h ∂2 I h 2
+ 2 2
∂x2
∂y

(7)

3.4. System solver
Based on the quality measures defined in the above subsections, we formulate image super-resolution as an optimization problem by linearly combining all the measures as follows:
E = λ f id1 E f id1 + λ f id2 E f id2 + λdt Edt + λsm Esm

(8)
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(a) Bicubic ×3

(b) Bicubic zoom in

(c) Ours zoom in

(d) Ours×3

Figure 3: Increasing local contrast for detail preserving/enhancing.

where λ? is the weight for each term. Currently we set these
weights empirically, and the default settings are λ f id1 = 1.0,
λ f id2 = 100.0† , λdt = 1.0 and λsm = 1.0. Since the meaning of each weight is intuitive and directly related to a highlevel super-resolution property, users can also personalize
the super-resolution operation by changing the default parameters. (It should be noted that giving a very large weight
to Edt will induce a non-positive definite matrix from Equation 8 since Edt is negative when solving the system as described in the following paragraph. In practice, we do not
find it a problem during experiments, since a very big weight
to this term leads to unattractive results.)
We calculate image gradients and Laplacian using finite difference methods. Since all the measures are at most
quadratic, the above problem is a quadratic minimization
problem. We can re-formulate Equation 8 into the following
linear system:
h
= bn
An×n Ivn

(9)

where n is the size of the high-resolution image Ih , Ivh is
the vector representation of Ih , A is a n × n matrix, and b
is a n dimensional vector. For a 500 × 500 image, A can
be 0.25M by 0.25M, which makes solving the linear system potentially expensive. However, in the above measures,
since each pixel only interacts with its local neighborhood,
A is a narrow banded sparse diagonal matrix. Exploiting this
sparsity provides efficient solving.
We solve the system using a sparse implementation of
the pre-conditioned conjugate gradient method [BBC∗ 94],
where the pre-conditioner is obtained by sparse incomplete
Cholesky factorization [Saa96]. It takes about 4 seconds
† λ
f id2 is significantly big because Ef id2 has a big denominator.
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to create a 500 × 500 image. The solution can be out of
the range of [0, 255]. We find from experiments that simply clamping the solution will not hurt the result perceptually. Otherwise, the quadratic system of Equation 8 with the
bound constraint can be efficiently solved using a linear constrained least squares solver (LCLS) [LBAD∗ 06].

4. Evaluation
Evaluating the visual quality of super-resolution results is
difficult. Objective measures, such as the root mean square
error (RMSE) and signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), are popular
in evaluating super-resolution results. However, they have
difficulty measuring visual quality [LO01]. Although there
have been many efforts on image quality assessment, no gold
standard method has been proposed [DVKG∗ 00, WSB02,
TLZZ04, WBSS04, WS05, WWS∗06]. The eye-ball scheme
is often adopted too to appreciate the super-resolution results. In this paper, we employ all these methods to evaluate our method. Moreover, since image visual quality assessment is a subjective task, we designed a web-based user
study for further evaluation.

4.1. Subjective evaluation
We designed a web-based user study to evaluate the performance of our algorithm. The goal of this study was to determine how our algorithm compares to others in creating highquality images. In this study, the results of the presented
algorithm were compared to those of the other algorithms.
To make the user study tractable, the number of total trials
assigned to each participant should be reasonable. This requires us to select a small number of algorithms to compare
with on a small number of images. Meanwhile, to guarantee
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Which version of the image do you think better? Click on either the left or right one.
Now, you are evaluating Image 22/40

Figure 4: Screen copy of the user study.

the effectiveness of this study, we need to select representative methods and representative images.
In this study, besides the presented algorithm, we selected
another 4 representative algorithms to compare. They are
nearest neighbor interpolation (NN), bi-cubic interpolation
(Bicubic), back projection (BP) [IP91, IP93] and the softedge algorithm (SEDGE) [DHX∗ 07]. NN is selected to test
if a super-resolution algorithm performs better than nothing.
The bi-cubic method is selected because it is the most popular method used in practice. It can create smooth results,
however it often blurs the true image edges. The BP algorithm is selected for its representativeness of methods based
on some assumption of PSF functions. It can create visually faithful results, however it can introduce ringing artifacts. SEDGE is one of the most recently published methods. It is also a representative of edge directed methods.
SEDGE algorithm can create crisp edges as well as smooth
edge profiles, however it is dependent on the performance
of edge detection and the assumption that edge profiles shall
be smooth. Inaccurate edge detection or invalid assumptions
can lead to such artifacts as overly smooth edge profiles and
flat small image regions.
We experiment with the above 5 algorithms on an image
set that contains 600 images and covers a large variety of image categories, including animals, trees, cars, planes, buildings, human faces, etc. In our experiments, we use all the
five algorithms to create for each image in the image set a
3x and 4x high-resolution result. In this way, each algorithm
creates 1200 results. Some of the results are illustrated in
Figures 8, 9 and 11. (Please refer to the electronic version
for better visual quality.)
In this study, the results of the presented algorithm were
compared to those of the other 4 algorithms. For each pair

ours v.s.
NN
Bicubic
BP
SEDGE

images
10
10
10
10

mean
9.82
7.18
8.84
9.10

std. error.
0.07
0.39
0.23
0.24

p value
 1.0e-4
 1.0e-4
 1.0e-4
 1.0e-4

Table 1: User study result.

of comparisons, we randomly selected 10 images from the
image set. So each participant did 40 trials. In each trial,
he/she is shown 2 super-resolution images created by two
different algorithms with the same input. Which algorithm’s
result was shown on the left or right is randomized, as was
the order of trials. Each participant was asked to select "the
image they think has better quality" by simply clicking the
image. A screen copy of the user study website is shown in
Figure 4.
In total, 49 participants participated in the study. These
participants consisted of graduate students in varying majors, and employees in varying companies.
To assess the presented algorithm, we counted the number
of trials where the super-resolution result from our algorithm
was selected. On average, participants chose our result over
a NN result 9.82 out of 10 times(98.2%), over a bi-cubic
result 7.18 out of 10 times (71.8%), over a BP result over
8.84 out of 10 times (88.4%), and over a SEDGE result over
9.10 out of 10 times (91.0%). These results suggest that our
algorithm is preferred to the other methods. We computed
the significance using a t-test(n = 49), and found all the pvalues to be smaller than 1.0e-4, which shows the preference
of our algorithm over NN, Bicubic, BP, and SEDGE. The
user study result is reported in Table 1.
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We looked into each comparison and found from the comparison between bi-cubic and our algorithm that 16.3% of
participants consistently prefer the bi-cubic up-sampling results. We sent to these participants the questionnaire "why do
you prefer the results on the left to the right" together with
the link which displays the images they selected on the left
and the corresponding unselected one on the right. Most of
the responses we received show that they prefer smooth results rather than those with sharp edges. This also partially
explains why our algorithm is preferred to SEDGE, which
creates sharper edges than ours.
Overall, this subjective user study suggests that our algorithm creates higher visual-quality super-resolution results
than others. An important finding we obtain from this study
is that users’ preferences vary over individuals. A non-trivial
percent of human participants prefer smooth results rather
than sharp ones. This finding again supports our proposal to
use subjective user study to evaluate super-resolution algorithms.
4.1.1. Robustness test
We manually examined all the results to check the robustness of our algorithm. We consider a result to be a failure if it
has obvious artifacts. The failure rate for our algorithm, BP
and SEDGE are 2.5% and 21.2% and 32.0% respectively.
The typical artifacts of each algorithm are shown in Figure 11. Although this evaluation is biased, the significantly
smaller failure rate of our algorithm suggests its relative robustness. This result actually is consistent with the subjective
user study.
4.2. Objective evaluation
It is well recognized that objective metrics such as the root
mean square error (RMSE) and signal-to-noise ratio(SNR)
have difficulty measuring visual quality [LO01]. If we approximate the visual quality of a super-solution result with
its similarity to an ideal up-sampling result, these objective
metrics can still be used as a rough quality measurement.
This partially justifies why they are still the popular measurements used in practice. In this study, besides the RMSE,
we use the Structural SIMilarity (SSIM) index for image
quality assessment [WBSS04]. The SSIM is based on the
assumption that human visual perception is highly adapted
for extracting structural information from a scene. It measures the degradation of structural information during transforming one image to another, and is a popular method in
measuring image distortion.
We calculate the RMSE and SSIM values of all the 1200
images created by the 5 super-resolution algorithms studied
in the previous section. The result is reported in Table 2. According to these objective measures, our method performs
better than the NN, BP and SEDGE methods. However, there
is no significant difference between Bicubic and ours. Meanwhile, we notice that NN is significantly better than BP and
c 2008 The Author(s)
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RMSE
SSIM

NN
16.96
0.688

Bicubic
14.52
0.734

BP
18.96
0.685

SEDGE
17.53
0.668

Ours
14.75
0.736

Table 2: Objective metrics. By RMSE, smaller values indicate better performances; For SSIM, larger values indicates
better performances.

SEDGE, which seems to conflict with our subject impression that BP and SEDGE perform better than NN in most
cases. Typical examples are shown in Figure 8. This confirms that current objective metrics have difficulty measuring
visual quality [LO01].
4.3. More comparison
To further appreciate the performance of the presented
method, we compare it to the Sharp Bicubic method [Ado]
and more recent methods, including new edge-directed interpolation (NEDI) [LO01], image hallucination (IH) [STS03],
image upsampling via imposed edge statistics (IES) [Fat07],
nonlinear enhancement algorithm (NLE) [GAA00] and multiple regressors algorithm (MR) [TRF04]. These comparisons are illustrated in Figures 5, 6 and 7.
These examples demonstrate that the presented method
can achieve up-sampling results comparable to all these advanced methods. Compared to these methods, one particular
advantage of our method is its flexibility for users. As confirmed in our user study, users’ preferences vary over individuals. Because the quality measures in our algorithm directly correspond to user requirements, our algorithm supports a convenient user interface for them to personalize
their super-resolution operations. For example, increasing
the weight of the detail enhancing term can lead to sharp
results as illustrated in Figure 10.
5. Conclusion
In this paper, we present a robust perception-based image
super-resolution algorithm. The main contributions are the
visual-quality maximizing framework for super-resolution
and the design of perception-based image visual quality
measures in the scenario of super-resolution. Besides being
effective, these quadratic and local quality measures enable
efficient processing. Our subjective user study confirms that
the presented algorithm can create visually appealing results.
The user study also shows that users’ preference to the super
resolution results is diverse. Since each quality measure is
an intuitive property description of a super resolution result,
this presented algorithm supports users to personalize the
super-resolution operation by changing the default parameter setting. Moreover, new measures can be easily added
into the proposed framework.
A major concern of the presented method is its lack of
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(a) NN ×3

(b) Bicubic ×3

(c) IH ×3

(d) Ours ×3

(e) Ground truth

Figure 5: Super-resolution examples. These examples compare our algorithm to the image hallucination(IH) [STS03].

control on the global edge profile smoothness, since it does
not use a mid-level vision representation, such as edges.
However, as we argued in previous sections, using midlevel or high-level information automatically obtained from
analysis on low-resolution input is a double-edged sword.
For example, automatic control of the edge smoothness is
difficult. Fine details along edges could be the manifest
of true image characteristics, and they could also be rasterization/sampling artifacts. Our experiments confirm that
in practice, although advanced edge smoothing algorithms,
such as [DHX∗ 07], can create good results, they can also
create objectionable artifacts. Also, current methods for
extracting mid-level vision representation are not reliable
enough. The presented method achieves stable results over a
wide variety of images at the expense of control of the global
edge smoothness. Therefore, we consider the presented algorithm a candidate for general image editing software.
Although we argued that using mid-level/high-level analysis of the low-resolution input could be risky, providing
such an option for users could still be helpful. So an important extension to the proposed algorithm is a component

which considers the inter-patch interaction and encourages
smooth edges. A promising way is to extend the covariance
based edge adaptation scheme [LO01] by encouraging highresolution covariance to be consistent with its low-resolution
counterpart.
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Figure 6: Super-resolution example. This example compares our algorithm to nonlinear enhancement algorithm(NLE) [GAA00]
and multiple regressors algorithm(MR) [TRF04].
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(d) IES ×4, from [Fat07]

(e) Ours ×4

Figure 7: Super-resolution examples. These examples compare our algorithm to PhotoShop sharp bicubic [Ado], NEDI [LO01]
and IES [Fat07].
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(a) NN×3

(b) Bicubic×3

(c) BP×3

(d) SEDGE×3

(e) Ours×3

(f) Ground truth

(g) NN×3

(h) Bicubic×3

(i) BP×3

(j) SEDGE×3

(k) Ours×3

(l) Ground truth

Figure 8: Super-resolution results from 5 algorithms. Our algorithm creates reasonably sharp edges as shown in (e) and (k),
and creates high contrasty local structure details as shown in the top of building in (e). BP creates visually faithful results,
especially in the rich texture regions; however it introduces ringing artifacts along strong edges as shown in(c) and (i). SEDGE
creates crisp and smooth edges; however the smooth edge diminishes the structure detail as shown in the top of building in (e).
Also SEDGE creates flat image regions, such as the ground under the chair in (j).
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(a) NN ×4

(b) Ours ×4

Figure 9: More examples.
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(a) λdt = 0.2

(b) λdt = 1

(c) λdt = 2

Figure 10: Super-resolution result with different detail-enhancing weights λdt .

(a) Ours×4

(b) BP×4

(c) SEDGE×4

Figure 11: Typical artifacts of S.R. algorithms. (a) Our method introduces zigzag artifacts along long edges, (b) BP introduces
ringing artifacts, and (c) SEDGE creates over smooth edge profiles and flat small image regions.
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